Examples of PSC crossing the lines into racism and antisemitism

- The Liverpool branch of PSC publishing a cartoon on a webpage called "the power of Zionists" which shows a Jewish man with a hooked nose holding a Star of David ordering an American soldier to war on behalf of Israel. (The same cartoon is available on a USA Neo Nazi website under the heading "Kikes").

- The previous chair of West Midlands PSC, whilst in office ran the website shoah.org.uk which promoted Holocaust revisionist material and writings by the likes of David Duke and Ernst Zundel.

- The conviction of Scottish PSC member Paul Donnachie of racially harassing a Jewish student.

- The publications of articles on the Norwich PSC website blaming Jews for the Holocaust; material by racist conspiracy theorist James Petras; and accusations that the Holocaust Educational Trust aims to maintain "a culture of gentile guilt and Jewish victimhood in British schools".

- Norwich PSC's publication of a video by Holocaust denier Anthony Lawson.

- A representative of PSC's Reading branch suggesting that Jews control the media and that most adherents to the Torah are "enemies of humanity".

- The comment of the Chair of Waltham Forest PSC that the recent Norwegian terror massacre was an Israeli Government sponsored operation.

- The comments of an officer of another London PSC branch that the treatment of the Jews by Hitler requires further examination in order to "uncover the truth".

- Exeter PSC has a slideshow comparing Israeli actions to that of the Nazis as the centre piece of its website.

Examples of unsavoury views expressed at PSC events

- **June 2010 – Laura Stuart**, a passenger on the Mavi Marama, said:

  "Some of the things that I find disturbing now, more than the scenes of blood, and the massacre itself are, I happen to live in the Finchley area. And sometimes, when I was looking at the soldiers on the boat, pointing their guns at me, I was thinking, do any of you have dual passports? Do any of you live just down the road for me? I think we need to know that. Were British passport holders in the IDF pointing guns at British citizens? And don’t forget *applause* [...] really this is the one thought I have in my mind, you know, when I pass people in the street, perhaps these men were part of Operation Cast Lead? Or, perhaps they were on that ship? Who are these people?

Treating Israel as a Jewish collective, and propagating the idea that all Jews are somehow agents of Israel, is both offensive and antisemitic according to the EUMC Definition of Antisemitism."
- August 2011 – Jody McIntyre appears at a PSC event during the UK riots, saying,

> I say this at a time when people across the Arab world are setting alight to themselves in protest against their governments. We must take inspiration from them this year when we set the streets of London alight.

Following these comments and similar tweets McIntyre was sacked from his *The Independent* blog and his online Channel 4 show was axed.

- At a PSC ‘Quds Day’ rally in Trafalgar Square, Azzam Tamimi, who in 2004 boasted to the BBC that he would be proud to be a suicide bomber, said,

> … anybody in the world, with faith or without faith, must come together in order to eradicate this cancer [Israel] from the body of humanity. *We are ever grateful to the late Imam Khomenei for starting this occasion.*

> … Those who resist, those who fight, those who put up jihad against racism, against Zionism are the true representatives of the Palestinians and all the Muslims regarding the Palestinian issue.

> … It is just a matter of time. You count my words and you remember these words. It’s a matter of time, as they withdrew from south Lebanon because of the great jihad of Hezbollah. And as they withdrew from Gaza because of the great jihad of Hamas and Islamic Jihad. *This black chapter in the history of humanity will eventually come to an end and we say, we say we are willing to bring it to an end peacefully. But if they don’t want peace, we have another language, we have another language, and we have every right to use that language and time will tell and history will tell. Allahu akbar!*

He has since addressed PSC meetings in churches and Friends Meeting Houses. At a meeting in Dublin he hailed insurgents in Iraq and Afghanistan, declaring ‘Long live the Taliban’.

- October 2011 – After a PSC event at the Riverside Methodist Church in South London, two pro-Israel campaigners had an exchange with a member of the audience who called herself ‘Jane Green’. During the exchange the woman claimed that ‘a few hundred thousand’ Jews died in the Holocaust, that they died because they had their foreskins cut off, that Jews use the Holocaust to justify genocide against the Palestinians and that Jews in Israel Nazis. It went as follows (strong language):

  Hoffman: You’re a Holocaust denier.
  Me: You said there were no showers.
  Green: Fuck off, fuck off.
  Hoffman: Did you say there were no showers, did you say there were no gas chambers?
  Me: How did the Jews die, how did the Jews die in the Holocaust?
  Hoffman: How did the Jews die in the Holocaust, Madam?
  Green: They had their foreskins chopped off.
  Hoffman: And were there any gas chambers, Madam?
  Green: I don’t know, I wasn’t there, darling.
  Hoffman: What about the historical evidence?
  Me: You said there were showers beforehand.
Green: They had showers there, too.
Me: And how did the Jews die in the Holocaust?
Green: I have no idea, I wasn’t there.
Me and Hoffman: How many Jews died in the Holocaust?
Me: How many Jews died in the Holocaust?
Green: I think a few hundred thousand did.
Me and Hoffman: But not six million?
Green: I didn’t count them, no.
Me: And do you care?
Hoffman: Was there a Holocaust?
Green: I have Jews in my family, and I’ve fucked enough Jews to tell you about circumsized.
Hoffman: Did the Holocaust exist?
Me: What’s your name, Madam?
Green: Course the Holocaust existed, I’ve seen the fucking photos. My name, Jane Green. Nice Jewish name.
Me and Hoffman: How many Jews died in the Holocaust, Jane Green?
Green: Six million and one.
Me: You said a hundred thousand before.
Green: Six million and one if it makes you happy.
Hoffman: Were there any gas chambers in the Holocaust?
Green: I don’t know, I wasn’t there.
Hoffman: But before you said there weren’t any, so say that again.
Green: I didn’t say that.
Hoffman: Say there were no gas chambers.
Green: Stop harassing me.
Hoffman: Say there were no gas chambers in the Holocaust again.
Green: I’ve no idea, I wasn’t there.
Me: Do you deny the Holocaust?
Hoffman: Do you deny the Holocaust, Madam?
Unknown woman: Course I don’t deny the Holocaust.
Green: Nobody does. No one of any intelligence denies the Holocaust.
Unknown woman: I do not deny the Holocaust.
Green: But you’re using it to fucking kill the Palestinians. You are using it.
Hoffman: Sorry, nobody is using it.
Green: You are using it to commit genocide against another people, yes you are.
Hoffman: You know that calling it a Holocaust (against the Palestinians) is anti-Semitic?
Green: I don’t call it a Holocaust, the Jews call it a Holocaust. It’s meaningless to me. The Jews call it a Holocaust. A Holocaust is a general term for a conflagration. Look in your dictionary.
Hoffman: Do you know comparing Israel’s policy to Nazi policy is anti-Semitic? Do you know that, Jane?
Green: No.
Hoffman: You don’t know that?
Green: I see them as Nazis. I see the Jews in Israel as total Nazis.
Hoffman: You know that’s an anti-Semitic remark, Jane?
Green: I don’t give a fuck.
Hoffman: Jane Green, right?
Green: Jane Green.
Hoffman: Jane Green.
Green: Nice Jewish name.

**Hate speakers at PSC Events**

- Gilad Atzmon addressed an Exeter PSC meeting in November. He is an antisemite and Holocaust denier. See [http://blog.thecst.org.uk/](http://blog.thecst.org.uk/)
• Sheikh Raed Saleh was in the UK to address a PSC event when he was arrested having obtained entry to the UK despite Home Office banning order. An immigration judge upheld the order for him to be deported as it was considered that he was not conducive to the public good. Again see http://blog.thecst.org.uk/ for details.

• The PSC have co-hosted events with Middle East Monitor (MEMO) at which Daud Abdullah has been the main speaker. Daud Abdullah is a signatory to the Istanbul Declaration, which calls for attacks on British ships which help to prevent arms smuggling to Hamas. Most recently the PSC’s Director Sarah Colborne sat next to Daud Abdullah at an event in June, also featuring Raed Saleh (see above).